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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Communi
ty Newspaper

First...
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures

Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County

United Press International

IN OUR 80th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, .
ari a...._ziar 19, 1959

IKE PRESENTS BUN Ti
Here Are Major Proposals In
Budget Presented To Congress

tin and wife Lit. Baron
urn Term. to Hollywuod.

afield Drug
TioNs

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Here
Is a summary of major proposals
tn President Eisenhower's fiscal
1960 budget:
Taxes— Raise gasoline tax 11
/
2
cents a gallon to pay for rising
costs of highway construction.
Boost aviation gasoline lex 21
/
2
cents a gallon and impose a new
'lax of 41
/
2 cents a gallon on jet
fuel - passing te,th on to consumers. Extend present corporate and
excise tax rates another year to
June 30. 1960. No income tax cuts
this year but a promised reduction "in the reasonably foreseeable
future" if budget stays balanced.

WARE DEAL"
Phone PL 3-3161

)Iton
\LTV
n Building

Vol. LXXX No. 16

BILLION CUT
Demos Claim Budget Is A
Political Move; Defense Tops

Edward Overbey is on active
duty with the U. S. Marine Corps
and at the present time is at
Parris Island, South Carolina in
training.
For those who would like to
correspond with Edward, his address is being printed below:
Pvt. George E. Overbey, Jr.
1679583
Pit. 2022, K. Co.
2nd. Bn., MCBD
Parris Island, South Carolina
Edward is the son of Senator
and Mrs. George E. Overbey,
Olive street, in Murray. He volunteered - on November 3, 1958.

By TOM NELSON

000 for defense, with the accent
on missile and space projects.
He gave no precise figure, but
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Presi- one source made an educated
dent Eisenhower today sent Con- guess that space spending pf all
gress a precariously balanced types would hit three-quarters
-te
budget c,f $T7,030,000.000 demand- of a billion dollarss. His space
ing higher federal gasoline taxes program envisioned projects rangand a new hike in postal rates. ing from space weather stations
He requsted an - increase • in to manned flight to the planets.
gasoline taxes from 3 cents to
Eisenhower hiked prospective
4511 cents a gallon and a 350 outlays for the Atomic Energy
million dollar boost in postal Commission ,too, but budgeted
Postal Rates— Another 350charges, apparently by instituting nothing for nuclear weapons tests
million dollar increase. Specific
a five-cent stamp for some let- for the year starting next July
proposals will come later.
ters.
I in hopes a ban on testing will
Th.,se proposals, combined with be agreed upon. This country
Defense— $40.945.000.000 for
Farmers— A 779-million dollar
higher taxes on aviation fuel and offered to suspend such tests for
defense, about 145-million dollars drop in farm aid. bringing
it to
sense Llier tax revisions, would a Year starting last Oct. 31.
more than fiscal 1959. with heavy 6-million dollars. Advance
conHe outlined a 10 per cent cut
bring tn $1.356,000,000 of new
emphasis on missiles and defense servation authorizations
reduced;
Charles H Walston of Murray
revenue in fiscal year 1980, in foreign aid, from an anticipatagainst missile attack. Slight cut legislation 'promised
to cut price
has been named as chairman of.
whicg
ed $3,981,000.000 this year to
rts this July.
Sn Air Force manpower would be support Outlays.
the Young Kentuckians for Wyatt
$3,496,000,000 next. Biggest reNo
cuts
were
proposed.
On
Calloway County.
duction was a 482 million dollar
Water Projects— No new starts; in
ary, there was a mild drop in mifitary assistance, partly
the
Fred Tucker, Coordinator, toStretch - outs of existing projects
tere
more
general
tax
inoffset by increases elsewhere.
where possible Nevertheless, an day announced that chairmen
cress
d the President's goal
1.11-0911--The U. 8. carrier Ranger biggest ship ever to saii the Pacific, makes a pretty picture
have been designatede and organiall-time high spending total of
as
it
ripples
through
achieving
of
the
channel
a
million
70
into
dollar
Pearl
Harbor,
The clanger urthe first Forrestal claim carzations set up in 42 counties in
$1,100.000.000
rier to bolster naval forces in the western Pacific. The 60,0004onner will be In ,Hawaiian
surplus fh the coming year
the state. Tucker also said that
waters
fur a training lei-over of several weeks, then will move on to the troubled waters of
should fade and the government
district leaders will have organithe Far East.
Education— 150-million dollars
again goes into the re
.d. The
sations set up in every county
for loans to college etuderns and
current year's "recession-inducwithin a month.
grants to states under scienceed" deficit was estimated at $12,Fourteen district leaders were
keyed defense education program;
900,000,000.
chosen last month at an organi75-million dollars added to this
•
The Democrats accused Eisenzational luncheon. Most of them
year's 40-million dollars. No menhower of sisbmitting a "political'.
have been active in the Wea,
The Day circles of the Blood
budget" which has httle chancel
The quarterly report -ot-- The tion of aid for school construction. youth group since last spring.
River Associational W. M. U. will
Calloway County Health Depart- Aid of 181-million dollars proof being balanced. Republicans'
organization, comprised
The
meet at Salem Baptist Church
stood solidly behind the Presiment was Issued today The re- posed for scHool districts afftcted originally of college students,
was
on January 22. at 10:00 a. m.
The Murray City Police redent's proposals.
port was prepared by Min Vir- by federal installations, with in- formed in May 1958. It began
The night circles will meet
ported this morning that someone
Warns of Tax Hike
ginia Moore, clerk-typist at the creased state-local participation with groups in the major colleges '
the same day at 6:30 p. m. at
Treasury Secretary Robert B. had broken into the Ael,tiland Oil
dapartraerrt and signed by Ft Isfulstressed.
of the state. By the end of sumBenton First Missionary -Beptut
Anderson told reporters it "might Warehouse on South 2nd Street
Advninistrative Assistant.
mer organiations were active on
The Murray Rescue squa d prove to be necessary" to con- during the night Sunday
Increase
federal Sabsidies
Church. Miss Eva Mae Eldridge.
The report escheated the fields
14 campuses and this figure has
Mrs Joe Hargis, age 59, died mOrsionery from Nigeria. AfOlk Amine new officers. at a meeting sider a Jeserst tax hike V the
The brak-in was discovered
oeevsred by the department over state -local-private participation is now, risen to 23.
at 4:45 p m Saturday. January will speak at both meetings.
held last week. Leroy Barnett is Democratic tongress should fail this morning --by employees and
Ohe months bf October. November slum clearance. public assistance.
"We realize" Tucker said. "that 17th at the
the
new
Murray
disaster
General
Hosrelief
president
and
Eisenhower
other programs. Imitation
a nd Jean to give
the Isgulative reported to the pollee. Police
and Dt,e..iiiier.
is the sincerest form
Green is vice-president.
support he needs to balance the stated that apparently nothing
In the school health program. Eliminate federal aid to states for of flattery, and for that reason it pital.
Other
vocational
officers
of
the squad are budget. and if business is good'. And- been stolen, but the office
education and waste is particularly
She is survived by her husband.
NA examinations were made of
heartening to see
Marvin Swann, secretary-treasurEisenhower proposed to c u t desk had been ransacked.
children with 15 visual defects treatment facilities after 1960
the other candidates trying to get Joe Hargis. Sr.. RFD 1, Murray;
er; Eukley Roberts, chaplain; Bob spending by nearly $3,900.000,000
Cooper.
two daughters, Mrs. Lloyd Prior,
The vandals entered the buildreferred to doctors. 18 visual
young people active in their be- :
liarris,
Interest
captain;
Rates— Eecourage priJames McGill, below this year's figure. He held ing by breaking out a small
defects completed from previous
half. However, the young voters Atlanta, Mrs Rozelle Rerming.
lieutenant;
vate
Ray
lending
Dowdy, quarter- the defense budget at virtually window
by raising interest have
the rear of the buildchecks and 9 visual defects coralready demonstrated by Bedford. Ind., one son. Joe Hargis.
master; Bill Sumner, sergeant; the same level as this year — ing, said police.
rate ceilings on veterans and FHA
rected.
their overwhelming enthusiasm Jr. Bedford, Ind; two sisters, • The Hazel Parent-Teacher AsCletus
and
housing
Fair, sergeant-at-arms. nearly 41 billion dolars — and
loans. Boost interest rates
An investigation is being reacte
Forty-four dental examinations
for Wyatt thee., he is their candi- Mrs. E. C. Jones. Murray. Mrs. sociation'ene Thursday afternoon
W. 0. Spencer reported on the ordered big reductions in outlays by the city police. They stated
Clifford Smith. RFD 5, Murray; January 15 at 245 p. m Mrs.
per, made by dentists and 44 on rural electrification, college date."
which
talk
he gave recently be- for agriculture, foreign aid and that they did not know if there
one brother, Charles Underwood, Carmon Parks was in charge
!
corrections made 1340 dental in- housing and ship mortgage loans
'
of
was any connection between this
fore the Civitan Club. A meeting housing.
Long Beach Calif.. and nine graqd- the program
lions were made by the to cover government costs on
will
be held in the near future.
Again and again in his budget 'Incident and other recent breakchildren.
-ire—
aith Department and 48 dental them
Mrs. Wylie Parker introduced
at which time all equipment will message he caned for state and ins. The sheriff's office reported
She was a member of the First Rev. Karsaker. pastor of
talks were made
the
Aviation— A four-year program
Baptist Church in Murray where Green Plains Church who gave an be checked and put into proper local governments to shoulder two such incidents this morning
Six new T13 contacts were made
repair.
the funeral was conducted this interesting talk on
I more ,
the costs of services which occurred during the weekand one readmission of an active to share costs of building runthe proper
Few calls have been received 1 and lessen the burden on Wash- end.
afternoon at 2 o'clock with Dr. training of a child, and
ease was mode. Twenty six field ways and control towers but withthe pro- by the
squad in recept weeks,'invon, and for more federal
Other police action taken clurH. C. Chi/ds in charge. Burial blems of a school teacher
• .,
visits to active cases were made drawal from airport grants in the
in dealBernice Bridges colored was was in the Murray
,st one being to aid in the lendingi functions to be put in Jig the weekend other than rou, and twenty five visits made to future
City cemetery. ing with e,ch individual child
Jailed
late Saturday night after
search of a small boy lost near' private !hands.
tine business was the arrest of
The Max H. Churchill Funeral
.
gsreacts and suspects. One new
Ft. L Cooper, Health AdminiLynn Grove.
Foreign Aid—Total of $3.498,- attempting to cash a forged check home had charge of the funeral strator of Calloway
His ; Chances of peeping the three persons. Two were arrestea
-- liive case was discovered
County.
spoke
Rudy's
in
Restaurant on the ac- arrangements
The heaviest demand on the l budget balanced appeared slim, and charged with public drunken'
7 Work was done with maternity 000.000 with overall reduction of
on -Safety in the Home". Further
cow-not of the county jailer, Clyde
time and efforts of the squad is however, on the basis of Demo- ess and one charged with breach
dipiel with 61
visits being made 383-million dollars from this year-:
emphasis
was
given
by
showing
Steele Bridges was arrested and
usually made in the spring and cratic attitudes in Congress. For of the peace. All three were jailviand educational materials and Military aid would drop by 462- jailed
a film which gave many hazards
by Steele while he was
stunmer months when vacationers example, if Congress failed to ed, police said
million dollars but economic aid
literature left at the home.
that
can
be
found
in
the
home
and fishermen begin to cover the approve the postal rate hike
rise 79-million
Visitors were also made to would
dollars waiting for the check to be cashand the importance of correcting
lake.
alone, it would throw finances
homes of crippled children and with increased emphasis on re- ed.
them
•
Steele said this morning that
Equipment. will be put into ' Into the red.
rheumatic fever cases, with some payable "development loans"
Mrs
Underwood
Brooks
,
the
he was called Saturday night and
tiptop shape so that the squad
Paint Bright Pieter's
admissions being made to Crippresident. had charge of the busiwill be ready for any eventuality.
Housing— No authorization for asked if he had given a check
Both Eisenhower and Secretary
pled Children's Services.
ness
session.
The
third
grade
The Murray Rescue Squad was Anderson painted bright pictures
GEORGETOWN, Ky. — Eight
The report indicated that dairy new public housing A six-year to Joe Crouse for $37 50.
When Bridges attempted to hundred- two student Voters of roon won the attendance prize ttie first organization of this a the economic outlook.
farms receive regular inspections 81,300,000,000 program of grants
for
meeting.
the
type formed in the area. Squads
"We are now entering a period
art ratings and that one new for urban renewal. with states cash the check at the restaur- Georgetown College have elected
Mr. Lovins. principal of the
ant, the cashier became suspicious Carroll Hard. Jr., Louisville,
patterned after the local organi- of national proeperity and high
milk producer was added 101 and cites called upon to pay more,
school,
expressed
thanks
to
the
drispection visits were made and plan better and obtain private fi- and called Steele to ask if he and Betty Von Fuller, Mt. Sterl- P-TA for thirty dollars designated zation include the ones at Ben- • employment," the President said.
had written the check.
ing, as 1950's Mr. and Miss
ton and Paris, Tennessee,
Andereson said t h e revenue
l samples of raw milk taken. nancing
to each teacher, which will be
Steele came at once to the Georgetonian.
estimate of $77.100,000,000 for the
Visits were also made where new
used
in
their
respective
rooms.
(Hubbard, a twenty-one year
Veterans— A 110-million dollar restaurant and found Bridges still
coming fiscal year was based on
septic tanks were installed and
The next meeting will be held
_The dark fired tobacco market
the assumption that personal in + opened
water supplies were also checked drop from last year's 15.100.000,-P waiting in the kitchen for the old senior, is a native of Murray. on Februare 19 at 2:45 at which
'in Murray today and
check
His
to
be
father
cashed.
former
the
is
Steele
climb
000
come
from
would
$353,Pensions
said
pastor
would
be granted on
In the county.
time the annual Founder's Day
reports indicate that it is opening
that
Memorial
of
Bridges
Baptist
had
500,000,000
the
calendar
1958
to
written
Church.
in
basis
the
of
need. Pension proThe quarterly report showed
will be observed.
on a strong note.
Bids will be received on the 374 billion dollars this year, and
that regular visits were made to gram would be modernized "in check for $37.50 and had made Young Hubbard was recently
Sales in two of the local floors
It
out
to
appointed
"Joe
Crouse"
State
corporate
Co-Ch
rise
would
Kirksey-ei
profits
that
light
airman
and
lmo
Road
of
of
from
was
Kensocial
devtloprnents and
ferod stores and restaurants and
were held this morning with
posing
Young
as
Crouse
Kentuckian
$58,500,000
tucky
for
in
s
billion
the
47
from
Water,000
to
299
at
changes"
Kirksey,
restausextendgut work was done on rabies
sales on the other two, to be
ant.
field by Frankfort Attorney Joing east to Kentucky 1023. ac- dollars.
Wintrol.
conducted this afternoon.
seph
Bridges
J.
Leary,
was
campaign
governmen
cording
out
this
basis,
On
manager
t
of
into
jail
the
on
state
•. One hundred
highway deAtomic Energy— No weapons
and
Prices brought by Calloway
nineteen
bond after having been realeased for Lt. Governor Waterfield. On
partment.
come was budgeted to rise $9.•
„
Ills were registered
County dark fired tobacco "are
during the tests budgeted; continued empha- on January 7 on
the
Georgetow
over
n
campus
100.000,00
The
a
this
year,
Hubbard
distance
miles
while
cold
of 2.039
will
.
check
rter and forty one deaths.
much better than expected" one
ea
The sis on peaceful uses of nuclear charge He is being held
be graded, drained and a traf- spending was cut.
in jail is Editor-in-Chief of the weekly
rtwent is the keeper of vital power and development of nucltar now.
spokesman said.
student
publication
fic
(Geergeton
Director
Maurice
Budget
bound
surface
H.
will be applied.
h
driven naval vessels; no step-up
in the county
It is still too early to deterSteele said that Bridges had ian), president of Kappa Alpha
Siam told newsmen the adminise report alto revealed that in plans for developing an atomic
mine an average, however this
been
drinking
fraternity,
at
a
the
member
deliberatel
tration
of
held
FIVE
down
Who's
y
DAY FORECAST
time of his
Co
and visits had
twelvnfrcs beers plane
information will be forthcoming
arrest.
Who, and last year was editor of
the introduction of new programs
with State Health Departlate this afternoon.
KENTUCK
Temperatur
Y
—
es
the
yearbook,
treasurer
what
President
the
of
in
the
has called
” t officials and that
Debt Limit— This year's $12,The warm damp weather today
for the five-day period, Tuesday "a breather
Baptist Student Union, and a
in expansion."
900.000.000 deficit will increase
meetings had been held.
Two break-ins were reported through Saturday, will average
Dean's List student.
Here is a comparison of the and yesterday put tobacco in
public debt to 295-billion dollars
Miss Fuller, a twenty-one year in the county this morning, and near 10 degrees below the state President's budget 'for f is ca 1 good order and insured good
byegune 30 Request will be made
old senior, is secretary of the according to sheriff Cohen Stub- normal of 38 degrees. Colder 1960, compared with estimates handling. Cellder weather may
to boost permanent debt limit by
interfere somewhat however.
The funeral of Mrs. J. A. Cul- student body, vice-president of blefield.boths occurred last night. Tuesday, continued through Fri- for the current year:
2-billion dollars to that figure.
Complete details of the sale
Kappa Delta sorority, president - One occurred in Almo Heights day. Warmer about Saturday.
1980
Other legislative recommenda- Ion was held yesterday at 3:30
today will be carried in Tuesat the First Methodist Church of Women's Athletic Association, in the grocery store owned by Precipitation will total less than Receipts
$77,100.000,000
day's issue of the Ledger and
Jim Henry Garrison and the one-fourth inch west portion, to
77,030.000,000
SPenthris
tions- Statehood for Hawaii; ex- with Rev. Paul Lyles officiating. and was last year's Most Popular other
Times.
at West Kentucky Lumber near one-hall inch east portion Surplus,
Burial was in the Mt. Carmel Girl.
70,000,000
Prase hiersagleamel
tend minimum wage and unemOnly four floors will receive
Co. just outside the city limits in scattered showers tonight and Deficit .....
ployment compensation coverage; cemetery near Kirkeey.
tobacco this season with the dosrain and snow mostly in south
on the Hazel highway.
Mrs Culion died last Thursday
1959
'
uthwest Kentucky—Cloudy, crack down on racketeering in night
ing of the Outland Loose Leaf
The Sheriff said that approxi- and east portions Tuesday and Receipts
Junior Tigers To Play
at 10:45 at the age of 83.
$88,000,000,000
y and wanner with a few labor unions; allow TVA to sell
Outland's will make some
mately $52 in cash and eight Tuesday night.
Shehad been in poor health for
90,900,000.000 Floor.
Spending
ers today, high in the low revenue bonds to finance power
tobacco purchases but will not
cartons of cigarettes were stolen
several years. She was the wife
Surplus
The
facilities;
Murray
a
Junior
55-million dollar proCloudy, windy and colder
High Bas- from the grocery and about $12
of the late Jim Cullon who died ketball
Deficit
12,900.000,000 participate in the general sales.
team will be host to a in change was taken from the
ht, low 20 to 25. Tuesday gram of loans and grants to areas
several years ago.
Eisenhower said that whether
Parts
Junior
with
chronic
High squad tonight lumber company operated
unemployment.
y and cold.
by
She is survived by two sons, at 7:00. Admission
he can keep the budget balanced
FLAGSHIP NEARS BASE
will be 15 Freeman Johnson.
Richard Rudd Cullom, Joplin. and 25 cents.
so delicately will hrnge on ConTemperatures at 11 axn. cit.:
It
is
known
not
yet
The
if
regular
these
monthly meeting gress, popular support, and "deDogs and wolves have retain- Mo., Shelby Cullom, Miami, Fla;
Murray was a four-point lover two are connected with
LONDON
Covington NI Louisville 41, Pa- ed
other of the Calloway County Post 5638 velopments in opt economy and
sn many basic similarities two granddaughters and four to the
Soviet
Paris quintet in an earlier break-ins reported this morning V F
ducah 43, Bowling Green 40, through
111.;
•
Will
be bseell 011 eueeday in the world.7'
the ages that they still step-grandchildren; two brothers. 4heeting on the Tennessee
ship Ob
Lisiongton 92 and London 31.
hard- in the city, but an investigation January 20. 19549 at
fall prey to the same parasites W. 0. Patton, Ahno. RFD 1, and wood.
"be • City
Defeatist Go.Ms
The Junior Tigers will be is being made by both
Ice cover
„„Xiinsville, Ind , 41.
Hall
the
sheriff
in
leuregy. Mk merlons are
otwey Patton, Mayfield. Ky.
and diseases.
By far, e biggest ch
trying to better an 0-3 record..
'
ct base at
and the city police.
urged to attend
the new 'budget was
agency Tess reported today.

11111.111111111111k

o Co. Inc.

only change in active duty personnel.

Edward Overbey Is
With The Marines

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Space — National Aeronautics
and Space Agency would get 280million dollars next year and 45million dollars added to this year's
153-million dollars. Long - range
projects include maned space
flight, missile shots to the moon
and planets, and worldwide network of weather and communicelions satellites.

United Press International

Charles Walston To
Head Wyatt Young
Kentuckians

Activity In
County Health
•Is Reported

Mrs. J. Hargis
Passes Away
On Saturday

Day Circles WMU
To Meet Thursday

Leroy Barnett
Heads Murray
Rescue Squad

Break-Ins Are
Reported By
Police Here

•

Hazel PTA Hears
Minister, Sees
Film On Hazards

•

Man Held On
Cold Check Charge
In County Jail

•

Carroll Hubbard
Jr. Is Named
'Georgetoman

Mr.

Leaf Market
Opens On
Strong Note

•

Bids Called For On
Kirksey-ALmo Road

ies, etc., call our
ie will appreciate

Two County
Finns Are
Entered

Funeral Of Mrs.
Cullom Was Sunday

a YOU
hen you

Weatkor
Report

4

AES

VFW Will Hold
Regular Meeting

a

Is

a
•

•
•
a

•

•
-•

•

,
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THE LEDGER & TIMES Cleveland Pins Pennant
Hopes On Recovery Of Two
PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc.
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
Tunes-Herald. October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
I, 1942.
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the F.ditor,
or Public Voice items auich, in our opinion, are not for the best
interest 01 our readers.
NATIONAL REPRESE-NTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO, 1368
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn., 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago; 80 Bolyston St., Boston.
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tea natalC.Uola as
Second Class Matter
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20e, pis
month 830. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3.50; elsewhere. $5.58.
MONDAY — JANUARY 19, 1959
—
—
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
$130.000
New School Buildings
Planning Commission with Professional
Consultation
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
Widened Streets In Some Areas

ri
at
la

Continued Home Building
Airport For Murray

SPORTS who we obtained this winter
.EVEI AND
from Batton. He'll get a try at
By JOE GORDON
the center field position along
Manager. 'Cleveland Indians
with Doby, Woodie Held and
Written :For UPI
former San Francisco Forty MitSACHAMENITO Calif. 131'I
The Cleveland Indians' pennant!er fooeball star Carroll Hardy.
Players Are Versatile
hopes this season hinge on the
two
One thing I like about this
recover). from operations
established stars and the devel- ball club is the versatility of
opment of several boys who are the players. Almost everyone on
long on potential but short on the team can play more than
one position with equal ability.
experience.
At first base we . could us
Of course, our biggest question
mark is Herb Score. If that left- , Duby. Vic Power or Mickey Verhanded firebatter recovers from non. At second it could be Mar.he injury which almost corn' tin or Power.,,The possible shortlarn his eye. he will be hard to' stops are Held. Bill Hunter, Bill
• , p. Score could be the best Harrell and ECU Moran.
pacher in the American Leaguei The third baseman could be
this season . or he could be just' Held. Power, Harrell, Earl Aver1 111 or Randy Jackson.
another has-been.
Catching we'll have Russ NixAnd don't be too surprised
M:ke Garcia makes a come-back on and DIck Brown backed up
this year. Mike had a disc aper- I by Hal Naragun.
last stammer and it might arlate most versatile performers
e
aon
have cured his bad back. He aPer.Pnver and Held. We can
worked out with us near the use them almost any place we
end of the season and seemed to need them. This will give as
be ok. Pm convinced he care still added depth without additional
players.
throw.
High On Ciiilavito
The man with the best potential- on the club is outfielder

High School
Cage
Schedule

A

S.

a.

BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY

ir

Come unto me, all ye that labor and are
heavy laden, and I will give you rest.
Matthew 11:28.

Tuesday. January 20

We once knew a poor laundress who sang
at her work after she went into partnership
with God.

ti
fi

•
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Murray State College Falls To
Rival Western In Second Overtime

Murray Ten-g at Farrninron
S. Marshal at Kirksey
Lens Oak at Beaton
Hazel at Lynn Grove
Fulgham at Almo
Fulton at Murray High
Livinseton at N Marshall
Mayfield at Murray Douglas

Li

Terry Darnall led all scorers

LOW
Trait
new
ply
in ex
00.
Print
_ -

Terry

Darnall

tabbed IF points.
with his '30-point performance.
Ken Wray had 10 for the Tharoughbreds. Crosthrwaite led Western's scoring with 28 points.
Murray will be host to Ea et
Tennessee tonight in another
OVC battle.
Weston, (Si)
Ell.son 15, Osborne 16, Crosthwalte 28. Parsons 23, S.irakatsan-

,Mike .0.1Riordan
Top MSC Rebounder

nis 5.
Murray (77)
Wray 10, Olciordan 15, Peter-

Scores 30 Pointe
2, Aleaaraler 9, Darnall' 30,
time but could not find the son
6, Henson 3, Brooks 2.
Wilkins
four
missed
The Murray State College
squad
range as each
Hillthe
got
Thoroughbreds fell to the WestCroathwaite
shots.
ern Hiltoppers 87-77 in the sectoppers off to a good stast in
period.scorBowling
at
period
overtime
ond
the second overttme
Western
Green Saturday night. The arch
ing a fielder to push
rivals were dead-locked 73-all
Into a 75-73 lead. Terry Darnall,
led
at the end at the regulation
the veteran forward that had atpaving period. Neither .squad
Murray's blTstering offensive
center's
could break into the scoring in
tack, matched the big
the first overtime but Western
effort for a 75-75 tie. Al Ellison
Western
slipped away from its visitor in
Murray Training came from found the range for
through
the second extra period.
behind in the second quarter to but again Darnall came
A close, hard-fought contest hand visiting Fulton County a for Murray at 77-77. It was the
from the opening gun to the 72-41 defeat.
Racers' last basket.
final whistle of the second over- • The Colts trailed .by three
the
Western went ahead by four,
cd
time. Murray led most
points, 13-10. at the end of the '•
of charity
way. The Racers held a 31-28 first quarter but picked up their 81-77. on a couple
a field goal
advantage at the half-way point. odfensiee scoring punch in the tosses by Ellizan nad
Ellison tabbed
Harold Willeins fired in two second quarter to hold a 30-26 by Don Parsons.
two more fielders and Parsons
quick baskets at the outset of halftime lead.
the
the finishing touches on
the final reguiat t period to
Robert Button again led Mur- put
nects into a ray with 27 points. Tipton took game with another free throw.
push the Thce
Murray was plagued - with fouls
six point lead, '-2C. heir biggest. scoring honors with 30 pi:ants.
the late stages of the regulain
Cr iwt.
advantage of t
72
51
30
....10
Murray Training
and both Ken PeterThe Hilltopetok •I only one Fulton County
13 26 40 61 tion period
Harold Wilkes wore
and
half when
son
time in the
Murray Trainee) (72)
to sir out the two extra
they moved ahoad of the Racers
Vaughn 18, Thompson 4, Wal- forced
by one slim point, 4847, with lace 5. Shroat 16, Burton 27, periods.
of big Mike
Grogan 2.
With the he
Fulton County (61)
Oniordan. Murray. out-rebounded
Adersun 3, Tipton 30, Johnson the Western Hilltoppers 44-43.
5, Garrison 6, Caldwell 2, Harris O'Riordan turned in a sterling
5.
- 5.

Colts Come
From Behind
To Victory

Spomored by

CoLa.iin
Irultan.
Rocky Colavao. He came Into his
own for the first time near the
Friday, January 23
NO FREE MONEY
• end of last season and if he
Douglas at Martin
improves at tia. same rate this
•
Reldland a: N. Marshall
year he can become one of the
IF anyone has the idea.that government grants or hand.- greatest hitters in baseball.
Murray High at Clinton
South Marshall bounced back
Hazel at Cuba
outs are free, the report of the Tax Foundation will go
from the defeat at the hands of
We are also looking for good
S. Marshall at Benton
North earlier in the week to trim
seasons from Minnie Minoeo and
Let us tell you how you can
far in changing this notion.
St Mary's at Murray Teng
host Carlisle County 76-52.
Deby. if there 'boys come
still apply tor a $1,000 life insurTheir report•thdicates thatfor each one billion -dollars Larry
Fancy Farm at New Concord
The Rebels leaped to a 1.5-5
through, we'll be tough to beat.
ance policy to help take care of
that the government cuts in spending. the individuaj taxfirs: period advantage and were
There was some talk last seafinal expenses without burdening
in control all .af the way in
o'n that the Indians might be
payer will be able to save $20.00 on his income tax.
.our family.
recording their fifteenth win of
Cleveland beYou handle the entire transThis should drive home the fact that what the govern- moved away from
the season.
the fans were no longer
cause
whim by mail with OLD
ment gives out in the way of grants, loans that are not -upeor .rig *he club. I think we
Joe Brooks Mathis topped the
CITY.
Lynn Grove was host to Fulg- eMERICAN of KANSAS
victors with 21 points. Pearson
repayable. subsidy and aids, comes right out of ihe poc- have the kind of team this year
,night as the Black Ni. obligation. No one will gall
Friday
haM
losers.
the
for
IS
of
managed
ket of the individual and not out of some vast sum mys- that will lure the citizens
15 37 54 74 Cats trampled over the Wildcatt
South Marshall
to . Mnaistgrk
bock
Cleveland
this ad and mall It
ot l
:
Tear
teriously acquired by something called "the government". Stadium.
5 18 35 52 welcome mat to record a 97-3111 112T:
County
Carlisle
with your name, address
today
triumph.
no
has
It
its
own.
of
fast,
no
a
money
(76)
South
The government has
We are going to have
Fulgham was out front by 20 and year of birth to Old AmeriBohannon 15, Mohler 8, J.
with • lot of
Club
way of getting money for any expediture whatsoever,exJanuary if•.
Monday.
at the end of the heat can Insurance Co., 3 West 9th,
POints
31.
Mathis
11,
Lovett 2, Morgan
log players. It should_be
28-8, and led by a big Dept. 1..116B, Kansas City, Misperiod,
Weaver
6,
Wilkins
Schroeder 10,
-• rreting to watch all season.
MSC Sports Areda
at
every quarter stop.
souri.
margin
of
foreign
the
way
in
W hate% er money Congree. votes
2, Darnall 4.
1V,Ove got a lot of fellows who
8 00 - East Tenne;see
Stewart led the visitors with
Carlisle Co. (52)
aid, for defense, salaries for government employees, or ake to win and they are going
Knott was high for
Pearson 15. Vaughn I, Redden, le po.nts.
to play that way.
Saturday, January 74
Lynn Grove with 10 markers.
whatever, comes from .the money which is channelled
General Manager Frank Lane • . Murray Vs- Mississippi State.. Todd 10. Blackweli 4, Owens 2,
28 53 80 97
into the treasury from the taxpayers.
Wilrnouth 2, Rambo 4, Turk 4, jeulgham
obtained Billy Martin for sec-.
8 22 34 38
Lynn Grove .....
Smithrnier 2, Norris II.
Every citizen should have a vital interest in what ond base ES,•eryone knows he's
S'arksei Ile. Mississippi
fulgham (97)
a hustler
Overstreet 13, Evans 4. Bowan
Congress spends.
Martin Beet Available
12, Seaver: 29. Dobson I. Mulans
cutbacks
President Eisenhower has called for severe
As an aid second baseman my12, Dean 8, J. Stewart 14, Speed
in government spending. Opponents say this is a political self. I think Martin is the be,1
1, Pillow 2, Ward 2.
may be
There
avaiLsble.
man
maneuver and lhat it cannot be implemented.
—,
'Lynn Grove (38)
better second sackers in the maAdams 7, Orr 5. Williams, J.
Personally we don't care what it is called, but we do jors, but they were not for sele
Fan, Story, Tarry 8. West, Jackie
think that it behooves every Senator and Congressman this winter.
Fain 2, Black, Knott 10. Foster 6.
Moss:'
Don
up
give
to
had
We
to try and follow this cutback, and make4jt even more
sion of the ball side court with
By JOE PAT THORNTON
severe if necessary to stay within the budget.
NAMED TO BOARD
-only a few seconds left but
The Kirksey High '3choo.1 time expired without their getting
According to the Tax Foundation, a cut of the proEagles edged past visiting Akno off a shot.
NEW YORK (UPI) Arthur F.
posed thee to four billion dollars would save each tax
5442 in a thriller that went right
It was the second clash of the Burns.. chairman of President Elpayer from sixty to eighty dollars in income tax, which
down to the wire before the year for the arch rivals. Almo serhower's Council of Economic
would certainly be a welcome relief.
Eagles claimed the two-potot de- won the first contest played on Advisers from 1953 to 1956, has
cision.
its home floor, 76-67.
been named to the board of trusA cutback in government spending would also have
Both squads had difficulty in
Gary Key snared game scoring tees of the Twentieth Century
another. effeet whit+ would be felt by the average taxfinding the range in pre opening honors with 18 points. Jones hie Fund.
payer in just about the same way, in that the inflated
period and were hilmpered by for 12 and Edwards picked up
poor floor play. A low -scoring 11. Junior Furgerson led
dollar would be punctured to some extent.
first quarter saw Alm° trail by Warriors with 14 tallies. Jackson
We think that one of the biggest boost!) to inflation
one point, 13-12. The Warriors and Ovesbey each chalked up 10.
is government spending, when the money doee• not actualslugged it out point for point
The battle of two of the counwith KIrksey in t he second ty's better centers saw a close
ly exist in the treasury.
period and again trailed by one contest between Almu's Thomas
As a commentator reported the other night, it is difDun Odo...1
point, 26-25. at halftime.
Lamb and Kirkseyk Coleman
ficult for the average American' family to live within
Indians
The second half was a battle Reeder. Lamb scored 8 points
against free thrrnes. and Reeder hit for 9. Both men
their budget, when the givernment itself fade to do so.
arid Ray Narle*i to get Martin of field goals
managed to up its mar- did an exceptionally good job on
k W Lu ne was cap tortzeti in Kirksey
gin to four points. 42-38. going
some quarters for the move.
the final canto. Akno had K
aerrdS.971ritrey. (541: 26 42 64
ey
'
riceboeci
inR
il:
the
A
But I think we'll have good into
12 23 36 32
charier to score In the
pitching even 'without Don and one last
seeonds of the contest as
fading
will
Martin
think
I
and
Ray.
Edwards 11, Jones
Kirksey led by only two points,
be of great help to the ball club.
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
The Warriors had posses- 12, Key 18, Adams 4.
54-52.
Pfirsall,
Jim
is
hustler
Another
Alto (52)
Lee 7, Furgerson 14, Lamb &
Funeral services were• conducted for Mr.., Notj• Ann
Jackson 10, Overbey 10, Couniey
Maddox. age 85, at the Miller Funeral Horn(
Hazel.
3.
Sunday afternoon at 2:30 with Rev. Ambler of Pa*
.
officiating.
ROCCO

boards ar,ci

performance on_ the

more than 12 minutes left to
play. But Murray quickly recaptured its lead and held on
until the second extra period.
Murray State led by five
points, 65-60, with four and onehalf minutes of play. But Western began euttitig the gap and
Crosthwaite scored on a field
goal that deadlocked the affair,
73-74 with only s.x seconds left
in the game.
Both teams made repeated effirat overforts to score in the )

of

City Auditorium

U.

Rebels Bounce
Back To Win

Lynn Grove
Llost To
Fulgham

4
A;
411-PLC

If You Are Under 80
You Are Not Too Old
For Lifeinsurance

GASOLRIE

Murray Slate

Racer
Schedule

VS.

East Tenn.
-„
WNBS

Kirksey Edges Almo 54- 52
n Decision Friday Night
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Ten Years Ago Today

4r.. Maddox
er, Mrs.

passed away at the home of her
Floyd Fudge, in Hazel.

daught-

Sanitone

Joe Gold Pours
In 30 Points

Home Garden
Specialist
To Speak

4

include three daughters. Mrs. Clinic LowJot -Dan Gald poured in
rey, Mrs. E. E. Fry, Mrs. Fudge: three sons, It. F. Madpoints to enable Benton to forge
dox, H. H. Maddox and T. R Maddox, fifteen grand- ahead in the second half to down
children and nine great grandchildren
•
Greensburg. 67-57.

3e

Survivors

1

MC

•=1111.,

Eastern handed Murray State College another defeat . Benton red by six points, 17Saturday night in the last two minutes of the game. Final 11, going into the .second period
but fell beMnd to tralf be - five.
score 43-40.
28-23. at halftime. Gold pushed
Miss Lucille %Veils has returned to her home in Hot in 19 paints in the second half
Springs. Ark., following a visit with Mrs. 4ohn Wells to 1).. lot the Indians into the lead.
Williams was high for the losand Mrs. Mable Schulz.
A group of ladies met with Miss Rachael Rowland ers with 24 points.
17 23 443 6'7
Benton
the home of Mrs. Hoyt Craig of Hamel on* T,iamda,y
-.„
11 26 42 57
Greensburg
January 11 and organized a new homemakers club. The
Renton (Si)
Cis/RIM pictured
CHRISTINE
::lub will be called the Est Ilsizel Ifomernakers Club.
Jones. 4. J. Morgan 8. Gold 30, above. slats ire the musi`cal
•Otemli• o 4iagvj,e 15 ere 1 hurt'- Dukw 1. Li
I 14 Cothron 10.
'Mardi Gras' which is in color
e.
r.mod Mrs. T C Co
and now showing at the VarEwing
111,.onF ItY
recovering
6422 011-• lateen%
Theatre.
sity
4.
ins
O. MI* 2.
cr.

Anyone planning to raise a
home garden will be interested
in hearing Mr. Davis, Gardening
Spechaest, from the University
af Ken'ucky, on Tuesday, January 20 at L30 PM. at the
Office,
Extension
tAgbeowitural
200 Maple Street.
of
methods, varieties
New
vegetables, and _spray materials
have been perfected. ef you haven't attended a garden meeting
for several years you will find
thrv.e now methods make gardening easier.
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DRY CLEANING

"

Specials Today thru Sat.
DR
890
ESSES (plain)

BATH ROBES
SWEATERS
SUITS

Child's 2.Piece

Only

Only 79
°

45
Only 5W

Only

Prices Cash & Carty Only)
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FO,R SALE

.OW BOY • • . 15 Ton Phelon
Trailer. air brakes. practically
new set of 10.00 x 15 fourteen
ply nylon tires. This trailer is
in excellent shape. Priced $1550.00. Phone 6020, A. Z. Farley.
Princeton, Ky.

OVC battle.
Western (87)
Ellison 15, Oaborne 16, Crostle
waite 28, Parsons 23, Sarakatsase.
nis 5.

sed Frigidaire Regrigerator. In
good condition Phone PL-3-3183.
1-19-C

's
it
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-

a
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NUNN Olt WOMAN
Responsible person from this
area, to service and collect
from electric cigarette dispensers. No selling. Car, references,
and 092.50 to $1976.00 investment necessary. 7 to 12 hours
weekly nets excellent monthly
income. Poaefible full - tune
work. For local interview give
phone and particulars. Write
Okla. International Sales &
Mfg. Co. of III., Inc., P. 0. Box
ITC
621a, Chicago 80, Ill,

Reliable person to pick up payments of $10.25 per month on a
Singer Automatic sewing machine.
Call Bill Adams PL-3-1757 or
PL-3-5480. 201 South 13th. Murray.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Amain

Senior 4-H
Club Meets

Trc

FLORIDA JOBS, all kinds, entire
state, hundreds listed. Write Feetway Service, Daytona Beach.
1-22C

Home owners investigate the savings of life time Reynolds Alum
siding. Its Insulated. 7 colors to
.FIGHT RESULTS
shoose from. Also Alum Window
trim and corners. Free eetimates.
BOSTON (UPI) — Billy Ryan,
No down payment. Up to 36
iCARD OF THANKS
2, Lowell, Mass., knocked
/
1711
Comfort
months to pay. Home
sincere
our
express
to
Willie Gray, 175, Boston (1).
wish
We
out
Company. 108 South 121h, phone
friends
and
many
to
appreciation
J-19-c
laza 3-3607.
neighbors, The Murray Manufacturing Co., the employees of
'TREADLE SEWING MACHINE.
whom he worked with that were
1-21P
Phone PL 3-1873.
so faithful through thk illness
ne, to
and death of our loved
Dr. Heigh Houston, Dr. Dtnwery
we will always be grateful, they
never gave up the fight to save
LOST: Brown and white male has life and curnfurt him. We'll
pointer bird dog. Collar but no always remember .the nurses at
name. If found call C. L Sher- the Murray Hospital who were
borough. Phone PL-3-5833.
90 kind and helpful and the
1-19-C special nuries, Mrs. Shoemaker
and Mrs. Smith who worked so
BLACK GLOVES, 3/4 length, in faitheul. Words cannot express
plastic bag between National our heartfelt thanks to all.
We thank those who sent and
Store and Dale & Stubiblefield
Saturday. Call PL 3-3141. 1-21C brought the lovely flowers and
food, the Linn Funeral Home,
Rev. E. A. Mathis and Rev. Joe
ZIPLEATHER
BLACK
LOST:
Gardner, the Unity Quartet and
enmoney
No
HER BILLFOLD.
all who 'helped with the funerel
papers
valuable
closed, but other,
service. Again many thanks to
Nellie
Mrs.
identificetion.
and
1-19-P all.
Ward. PL-3-1883
The family of Tip Tucker.
FAST SINES MURDER - frank
Duncan um kneed by tin mother.
Mrs Elitatieui Dunran, in VenCOLLIDE'
HELICOPTERS
then Mat cab.
tura.
—
(UPI)
KINGSTON, Jamaica
TWO BEDROOM BRICK Duplex
tact strire disctivery cd the be
St.,
over
collided
&pertinent, well insulated, electric Two helicopters
of us bride, Olga. kins Dunheat, aut enat.c washer and car Catherine Thursday. killing Wile
can Ls accused of htrull
aninjuring
liarn Darby. 38, and
port. 1606 Farmer. PL 3-2210.
men to 1:111 bar eon's wife.
1-24C other Jamaican.

LOST & FOUND

15

wmtra,

Business Opportunities1

I

Terry Darnall led all scorers
with his 30-edint Performance
Ken Wray had 10 for the Thor.
oughbreds. Crosthrivaite led Wet.
em's scoring with 28 points. - Murray will be host to Bast
Tenneseee tonight in another

Murry (77)
Wray 10, Olitordan 15, Peter? son 2. Alexander 9, Darnall 30.
r Wilkins 6, Htnsan 3, Brooks 2,

AO OEM/ 11111••••••

calls to person- Il 43 states from
HELPFUL 'HAM'
railment in 1951 was the 48
a:
awtaiy
mtiarc
ico.An
re,
naev:
lives lost when a passenger train
a, im
nricOk
mnie
a tihves
relu
___( upn__ 1 so
plunged into Newark Bay near
OAKLAND, Ca lit.
Bayonne, N. J., on September 15. W. L. Trvensley. 59. an arnateurl
Guarn, Wake, Hawaii, Korea and
Two other disasters air were radio operator here, set up morel
a
transportation:
associated with
than
1,400 overseas telephone Alaska•
school bus plunged over a cliff
into a river near Prestonaburg,
Ky., on February 28th, drowning
Answer to Saturday'• Puzzle
27, all of them children except
New YORK,
'r. — Cates- one; and in November, a freigh3-Paradise
ACROSS
EMMA
Arophes — accidents in which ter sank in Lake Michigan, acs-SpIrituallste
MMEOWNM UDOU1M
meeting
Yolatel•
'five or more persons are killed cOuntIng for 33 fatalities.
MM
OMOOd
10-Organ of
4-Spear
MO00
hearing
— caused nearly 1.600 deaths in
The only natural disaster of
9-i:wean
OOM MOUOR 01O
of
11-Unit
12-liall!
1966, about 100 fewer than in the year was a group of tornaGO OGGUT MOO
Siamese
13- Avert
40000M0 MOHO
the preceding year, it is reported does which hit northwestern Wiscurrency
14-Din•
oneself
14-Ely
15-Pretentious
WOOg 0130G
by statisticians.
consin early in June, claiming
lit-American
home
essayist
17-1.eave
While there were 10 major 30 victims. The other major ca20-Uppermost
19-Wideawak•
catastrophes which took at least tastrophe, involving the sale of
21-Pre,fix. not
MOW MG
The Kirksey Senior 4-H met 25 lives each, for the first time poisonous liquor in New York
22-Newspaper
22-Preposition
00 OMOVw 00M0
paragraphs
24-Small child
Wednesday, January 7th. The since 1949 there was no single City, took 27 lives.
OMOUGO GM0100
23-Country of
26-Unbleached
MOOWO 00UWA
Asia
2(I- lietween 13
president, Nancy Bazzell, called disaster which caused as many
Catastrophes involving .rnetor
rap
25-Scottish
Sod
15
(1)1)
the meeting to order. Janice as 100 deaths. Closest to this fig- vehicles accounted for more than
17-Citizen of
31 Moccasin
54-Foreman
Rome
33- Vast age
Brazen led a song and Rheanetta ure was the fire that ;Wept s one fourth of the lives lost in
43-Female
2E-Relative
55-Pronoun
34-I:Ostia
(collat.)
Palter and Carolyn Palmer led Chicago school on December 1st, all accidents in which five or
3o-Soak up
56-Through
tabby.)
45-131rd
35- Mountain
67-Make lace
35-Dawn
the pledges to the flags.
47-Label -,
killing 93 persons — 90 chaldren more persons were killed durpail
59-Cry of dove
goddess
49-In India,
Lorna Ross called the roll and and three nuns.
zit itttcli
60-Evening
ing the year. Fires anti ex:pia,37-Parent
title of
it'. Tooth
(poet.)
(culloci.1
respect
read the minutes. The commitsomea
with
next,
ranked
ions
I
involved
disasters
Four major
63-Sun god
31-Caps
13-Master of
41-Assessing
teen then reported on their du- aircraft. On February 1st, two llavhat lower death toll, Military
cerem.iiles
i
tabby.
ties.
collided' over aviation, civil aviation, and naplanes
military
40-Small rug I
42-Wooden pin
The Club had four new mem- Los Angeles, killing 46 persons. tural catastrophes each contri44-Rest del ed
bers to join the club. They were: In April, a scheduled passenger buted appredably to the total.
46- Niirriw, flat
board
Dwain Gibbs, Janie Putts, Dale plane and a mifitary jet plane
Both military and civil avia4S-Exi:.ted
Adams and Dwain Hale.
collide near Las Vegas, Nev., tion were respons.ble for a conSO-Path
61-Indian
Mr. Skna killing 49. Also in April, 47 per- siderably larger number of caFor the program
memorial
post
brought Mr. B. W. Edmcmds to sons were killed in the crash of tastrophic deaths in 1958 than
53-Father of
Speak to the club on "Coopera- • scheduled plane near Midland, in the year before. Fires and
Leah and
Rachel
Mich., and in August, 25 died explosions, water transportation,
tives"
65-Faucet
for
accounted
passenger
plane
a
of
also
crash
railroads
the
In
and
5)-Man's name
Janet Like read a story on
at Nantucket, Mass.
6/-Chicken
more fatalities than in 1957. On
"Safety". She then led a song.
62-17uropean
life
of
loss
the
hand,
other
the
railroad
a
in
toll
highest
The
capital
There were some announcecatastrophes was the
64-Fish eggs
ments and the meeting adjourn- accident in the United States In natural
65-Unit of
1951.
since
lowest
deJ.,
N.
Woodbridge,
energy
*ince the
ed.
66-Pierces
67-Yonder
(poet.)
60
DOWN
7
1-Headgear
2-The kava
3-Tell
4-intertnin•
5-Avold
6-Negative
f9
7-Ritanish
Dl tr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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Catastrophes
Tab( Take 1600
Lives In 1958

ails To
bertime
periortnallee oft. the
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Is Your Letterhead
Worthy Of Your
Business?

Murray State
vs.
East Tenn.

Your customers and prospects
see your letterhead before they
read your letter. Let us design
a letterhead that will make thts
first impression favorable.
CHAPTER 18
are a greasy dog!" Rhoda sald.
"Just agreeing, la all"
The voyageurs were dehighted.
"I don't need nobody to agree
OW goes It, Big Nose?"
did
still
that
they
but
realize
not
mer Big Nome yelled. "And
with
asked Mordecai Price as he
she was white until she spoke to nobody to tell me now to rim a
dismounted.
"You an see, can't you!" It them sharply tn English She re pack train. I was with Bill Submoved one moccasin aria shook It lette when we took wagons to
was like a fighting challenge
Mordecai ncxided. When did at them: they saw then the titute the Popo Agie. Wagons, do you
nesa of her foot In hard contrast bear ?"
Ree Semple come along ?"
to net ru.n browned Mg. They
"This child heara," Mordecai
"Day an a nall back."
lookeo
guiltily at Mordecai as gala sadly
It Was gang to oe nerd to
they
walked
Big Nose lurched up. "Trying
away.
break through Big Noae Yenaer's
"I'll -et 'lie train there," Big to say I don't gnow how to run
angel anti letterer He d Deter
know the who'll story. Mordecai Nose said. "1 don't know when." a train no longer, null"
"Nothing such. Nobody could
gitriard. "You and me got to pow He was tike a Crow whose medicine had gone baci. The difference make this one go."
Welk some
"The hell you bawl! I brung It
'Ain't having none," Big Nose was that fled keep trying: still.
be was neat
nere. I can take it any place from
said '11 Shandy.
Words
wouldn't put fighting Inere to the Columbia, without
'Shandy didn't send me to
Mordecai mourning from a damned trapper
catin Una tram. We're going to spirit back into ntm
-1
knew.
got all awful dry, Big Like you."
powwow, you and ma" Mordecai
Mordecai shrugged. Big Noes
Iriokeo around at the indolence N are."
Minutes later Mordecai was sit- dropped the jug at his feet and
at the tack 01 organization. Big
N a. tail fought himert• out out ting on a oack in the middle of spun away. H< was grinning with
thing. nen got away from him. the camp, with a stone jug of a curiously wicked expression as
anc that was what was aching whisky Big NOM watched nith tie went toward the bunter with
resentfully
the tin cup.
him now
"Ain't your fault" Mordecai
The hunter's name was Laple
"Vpui packers got some of their
women thong ?'• Mordecai 'eked. shook no head at the camp.
a tough half-breed, Creet and
French.
He mistook Big Nose's
',prolog at Rhoda Marsh.
big Nose Kept looking at the
-New' That's on. more thing I mess that had gradually overcome grin for drunkenness alone and
don't need, a bunch of squaw• in him Mordecai kept repeating that saluted film amiably with the tin
cup. AD Instant tater the edge of
my train.- Big Nose gtareo at It was not Yenters fault
-Where'd You gm that
After, ten minutes of that, Big the cup mimed against Ms face
Cheyenne ?",
Nose grabh"o the tug from Mor- and he was blinded by the alcohol.
With it howl of rage be whipped
She. Ottoe Dragged ner out decai, "This ta Fitzpatrick
whisol the rivet one night above Chou- ky but that mina my fault either." out a knits and ,began to lash
away with It as he Pawed 413 hill
tesu a lending Monlecat grinned He took his first drink.
as ne saw the fury on Rhoda.
rifteen mounts late, he was on eyes with his left hand.
Big Nose snatched • rifle leantiliee.
nit way to a murderous drunk
•
-tome on." tie said and led the His men observed elm A packer ing against a pack. He knocked
clerk away from the amp to tell slyly opened one of thei curved the knife from Lajole's hand with
Mei about Jim Shandy's trearh Una 01 alcohol In one of the packs. it and went on In to club the
cry
It oegao to flow Surreptitiously bunter down. Re would have
At first Big Nose curried, and at first, and then more openly as killed Lajote If Mordecai, coming
up from behind, hadn't stopped
u then ne molted Into sullen silence Hig Nose got more drunk.
,
tor a time At isusi tie said -Done
By then Mordecai was tongu- him.
Big Nose turned on Mordecai
ail I colon
keep tryir.g. hut ing the rug. folding oack on his
A glance around the ramp drinks. The mutters came strag- tn a fury. Di. bunters were no
was enough the outfit was worn gling In with meal He saw only good, he shouted, non. of them.
cross-grain, th
Int,: the ground.
one among them worth nis salt, They cut meat
"V011 ain't giving up?- Morde- Joe Mussel', a former frappe' The wasted time finding buffalo, th
didn't keep the train supplied. A
car said
voyageurs who bad insulted Rho-It ain't me! I was beat before da were now trying to make bunch of sift Omaha squaws
could
do better.
i started
can't carry this piun- amends They were rigging • tent
The bunters grasped the ides.
de, to renbegvous on my back."
for ner of buffalo robes, chatter.
-We'll sel manes from the In- mg and bowing and scraping be- Some of them would have disputed, but Efordecat and hie rifle,
diens
Mordecai said.
fore her as they worked.
stood in agreement with- Mg Nose,
-Wt re"
seen me bunch ot
Rhoda would get along all right,
Big Nose turned to find some'111.1, I II ble Kew! and ono Ree hunt. Mordecai guessed,
ins ris-tv all the way across and
"You're about the only man. one else to vent tits fury on. He
-marina trade them out of • outside of themselves. the Sub. fell over s pee*. That was it; the
sinew lariqy
tette/ would ever trust with a packers were no good either, nay
-We'll run into (Milne before train. Big Nose," Mordecai mild. tinloaded packe where the mule'
tong l'It go ahead and rustle
The clerk nodded morosely, bet and horses haopehad to atop, they
ponies ' Mrivbs ne .vould Horde hla reddening eyes were sweeping didn't cover them proper, and
ca. thought It Was • boot time around the camp. One ot the hunt. they were thieves to boot.
ty. veer with the grass not fully en was standing in plain sight,
In • crabbing trot Big None
'Strong vet anti th, nigh plains drinking alcohol from • Un cup. went for the packer who had
tribes weren't moving about like "Yeah." Big Nose said, "and look opened the first Uri of alcohol.
they ...old a month later.
at the dented mess Shandy got The Mail began to back away. Big
"Yeah Well when you do, take me into"
Nose butted bim In the belly at
that squaw with vdb. I got temMordecai agreed. "A bunch like fall tilt. fel on Film and tried to
Oleg !none, as It Is." Big Nose this -nobody could nandl• ern." choke him to death. After a Um*
grumbled.
-What de you mean, nobody Mordecai hatted the Clerk oft. He
Mordecai Watched s group of could nandie ern?" Big No
was beginning to wonder If In
voyageurs whin Kea gathered near challenged.
had unloosed a demon that te
Rheds grinning at each other.
"Well, you got ern this far, but couldn't Control.
One ot them said. in French they're like the mules are Korea:O,
"Ah R,,iger this woman was try), frazzled down to where nobody
is created for love. Except for can do anftheig with am. It ain't
Rhoda becomes a target of
tat great trapper who is ner your fault, Big Nose."
Bin Nose's pent np rimy as
"Ttfu're -II fired set on saying -Kende/voile continues be
He is
my man and V011 1 that
oa Monday.
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U. S. Capitol looks like r..tns of an ancient temple
CAPITOt A MESS -The tamed east hunt of the
piece by piece. The isianled portico roof, moat of
facade
the
diansntle
to
continue
workmen
as
missing here. Front is being extended 823i feet.
the granite steps and some of tbe columns are
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ABB1E an' SLATS

WHY WASTE A 6000 RAZOR Dal ThIS
PUSS WITH OR WITHOUT A BEARD
I'M STILL SLATS SCRAPPLE -THE ONLY
GUY LIVING WITH A BUILT-IN TIME
BOMB READY TO GO BOOM ANY
MlNUTE
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YOUNG HERO
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nylon tent in the middle al
in airplane manufacture is Ulu; big
TENTING tODAY — A new wttrkte
wide, and is inflater won Muerte, ate
4t.
kmg,
feet
80
is
It
Ga.
.
Marietta
the Lockheed factory at
Lntere”ntinentai bomber
making major fuselage see!..,r. ,•! !re
Reason: dust-free atmosphere for

Found Gold Bricks
But Must Return

CORSICANA, Tex. (UN) —
Sow for Girls will meet at the Secret Service agents from DalMonday, January 19th
7
p.m.
at
hall
Masonic
las. Tex., were expected here
Circle Four of the WSCS, First
••• •
•
today to ask a 38-year old servMethodist church, will meet at
Thursday, January '22nd
ice station attendant, father of
7:30 in the evening in the social
The Magaz:ne club will meet eight children, about the $2,hall of the church.
• le • •
In the home of Mrs. E. C. Parker, 408,000 in gold bricks he says he
2:30 in the after- found and hid.
The Murray Manufacturing tom Street, at
Marto Pinedo
But the owner, IT he had it,
UNDERWAY — Trial of
Wtves club will meet at the noon.
••• •
WIFE KILLING Mat
general in San Francisco,
consul
appeared in no hurry to give it
Kentucky Colonel at 6 p.m. HosBolivian
(right), former
(left), is underThe sixth annual presentation up.
of his wife, Charlotte
tesses will be Mesdames Wanda
in the jealousy slaying Pined.), 40, is accused of firing five
's Theatre at MurUS. Attornej• William Sieger
o.
Colson, Nettie Ernstherger, and -of the Children
Francisc
men.
way in San
ray State College will be today said Friday he asked the agents
Charlotte because of other
June Crider.
shots into 34-year-old
at 10 a.m. in the college audi- to question D. E. Jones, and
••••
It is presented by the "make a demand upon him for
The Alice Waters circle of the torum.
NEW YEAR'S COFFEE
and Sock and Buskin. the gold, if he has it, in behalf
First Methodist church will meet AALTW
HAS BIBLE 60 YEARS
rs of the federal government."
RED BANK, N. J. (UPI) —
at 7:30 in the evening in the The play will be "The Empero
y will
New Clothes." Admission will be
Jones, who works from 9 am. STARKVILLE, Miss. —(UPI) The Garden State Parkwa
ladies parlor of the church.
50 cents per person and all chil- to 9 pm, in a service station
was five buy m Atorists "obe for the road"
••••
Dunn
H.
Payl
When
—
of the city and county are to support his family, said he
gave him in the form of tea or cotfe earl)
The Penny Homemakers Club dren
years old, his father
New Year's Day.
bars of gold last May a New Testament.
86
found
inoSts
will meet at the home of Mrs. invited to attend.
• •••
Dunn,
Alto,
ago.
of
east
patch
years
berry
o'clock.
in
a
at
60
10
17,
was
Cole
Alton
That
ent
the
of
The Zeta departm
MI5••••
Tex.
now a geology professor at
s club will meet at the
For
Jones said his eye was attract- SiSsipgdi State .University, cam,
The Young Women's Sunday Woman'
.
war,o
club house at 8:00 in the evening ed by something that looked like
Testament through two
School Class of the First Baptist
ur G
T
the
TIN
rYo
HEA
Hostesses will be Mesdames How- a jar sticking out of the ground.
and a tornado attack and
,Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Nerds
th, Dennis Taylor, lie dug it up, and it was a gold wars
Titewor
ard
RichBethel
Mrs.
of
the hixne
has it.
call
and bar. weighing about 50 pounds. still
Ryan
Ross,
Maurice
Gillerd
a
of
part
8,
Group
is
Poplar.
nt
ardson, 1007
The Testame
l.
Cody
Caldwel
include
dug
he
,
be
that
aroused
n
will
interest
Bibles
His
chairma
Lee,
Mrs. Art
collection of
•• ••
further and found 85 bars more. those carried by Dunn's grandin charge of the arrangements.
to
••• •
truck
a
d
borrowe
he
owe.said
He
fathers through the Civil War.
Friday, January 23rd
'
Today and tomorrow at 9:30 _haul the gold away.
Tuesday, January 20th
Jones wouldn't say where he
hOS of a.m. "The Emperor's New Clotthe
,3
Circle O
NO WAGE DEMANDS
stored it — although he denied
the
ed
be
at
will
will
hes"
present
Church
st
the root Methodi
it — but stated that he
0
burying
i d4T1413:
;
i
Theatre
's
annual
Children
sixth
Class
Stokes
Chettie
meet in the
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Sen
ooh.
hhoo,
to it for a year in the
hers. J. B. .Farris held in the college auditorium. held on
tM
r D-Tenn wants lahksehaet
room
Kefauve
Estes
one
no
time
that
that after
belie/
deand
play
Sock
the
are
ing
Present
rge of
bor to refrain from any wage
could question his right to it.
basic Industrie<
The Christian Women's Fellow- Buskin and AAI/W. Admission is
r, Steger said an ordi- mands which
Howeve
city
all
NJ
per
and
cents
person
Church
n
price increasjustify
ip of the First Christia
to
use
could
by
allowed
not
nary citizen is
chairman of the I
r,
will meet in the church parlor and county children are invited.
Kefauve
es.
than
gold
•• • •
law to possess more
anti-trust subcommittee. I
at 9:30 a.m. The executive board
the fillings in his teeth, certain Senate
New Concord Road
Saturday, January 24th
night such we dewill meet at 9 a.m in the parlor
Monday
said
The Alpha department of the coins and jewelry.
the inflato
add
Phone P13-1323
would
and all officers are urged to
mantis
s
provide
He added that the law
Murray Woman's club will met
attend.
value of tionary spiral.
••••
at the club house at 2:30 in the for a fine of twice. the
the metal, should Jones refuse
Circle One of the WSCS, First afternoon. The program will be
to the governCivil
on
defense. Hostesses will to hand it over
MethocEst church, will meet in
ment. The estimated value .4
the imolai hall of the church at be Mesdames G. C. Ashcraft, 86 bare of gold. weighing 50'
William Barker, H. I. Sledd, Syl220 in the afternoon.
pounds each, is $2,408.000.
via Atkins, Rue Overby.
See
'
Telephone Pt 3-2621
506 W. Main St.
••••
Find
the
of
Class
The Dorcas
LOA21.1 CO."
NED
-OW
ma-I
E
the
in
HOM
meet
Tueladay, January 27th
"YOUR
433 OES will
Baptist Church will meet in the
The Murray Ctar chapter No. sonic hall at 7:30 in the evening. ,
p.
at
g
6
buildin
Murray Electric
m. for • chili supper. Group din
with Mrs. Roberta Ward as group
captain, will be in charge. The
guest speaker will be Mn. Norman Culpepper.
• •••
The Music department of 199
Woman' club will meet for NI
ottinn meeting M 7:30 in the
• en.og at the club house The
will be "Gilbert and
•gram•
Su:livan " Hostesses .will be Mesh
dames Russell Johnson, Ed Griffin, Don Robinson, William Nall,
John 0 Pasco. Hugo Wilson,
Paul Shahan, William Thomas
and John Waters.
• • ••
The Murray Assembly of Rain-

•
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Jack, Bob LeDuc and Colin Beatty,enjoy manICE FOLLIES CUT-CPS, the Scarecruss- Bill
who makes a grand stand at the stove.
sue meals after a show. LeDuc s the trio member
•

4-27a

Sy JOAN O'SYLUYAN
TAR skaters are cooking
up some big surprises—
and we don't mean the spectacular stunts and production numbers that make the
Ice Follies, which stops its
nationwide tour at New York
City s Madison Square Garden from January 13th to
January 25th, a brilliant.
better-than-ever production.
Kitchen Specialties
The kind of cooking In
question la done in the kitchen, and the surprises are specialties of good skates—good
cooks, too—who star in the
Shipstads & Johr.son show.
It's the Ice Follies' malt
skaters who compete for culinary honors. Between performances. these part-time
chefs sneak off to a range for
some creative cookery.
Hearty Meat Dishes
Bob LeDuc of the Scarecrows ice comedy trio, for example. is famed for a French
Canadian Meat Pie that is
hearty as is a Veal Stew, the
specialty of ice comedian
Dick Dove.
One of the skaters. Oscar
Duesault, who's featured in
the ever-popular swing
waltz routine and in the colorful Snow Valley number, is
a cooking pro. He worked in
his Dad's restaurant in Sherbrooke, Quebec, for three
years, and stakes his claim
to cooking fame on German
recipes. His veal dishes are
works of art—or' so say his
fans—but his ragout is the
•
greatest treat of all!
The acrobatic- Kerhiond
brothers. Eric and Norman.
up In the air.
TIGER MILE'S what gives the Kermoncts Eric
have contributed a novel bevacrobatic ice act.
Norman seated—the pep for their strenuous
erage to Ice Follies cuisine.
It's Tiger Milk, a concoction
Place knuckles, chicken,
flour. Brown
which, they say, leavear you coat meat with
meat balls, t clove garlic, I
oil.
olive
in
just
energy,
and
full of pep
bay leaf, an
Add I medium onion, sliced. chopped onion, 1
roaring to go!
. add $ pep- additional sprinkle of matt
Bob Lerlue's French Cana- When browned
Dutch oven or
percorns, scant torp. salt, and pepper in
dian Meat Pie: Place 3
tomatoes.8 bay large pot. Cover with water.
cubed pork shoulder. 3 me- I can stewing
meat
tsp. sugar, 12 cloves. Simmer 2 to 3 hrs until
ilium -size potato's, 1 bay leaf, leaves. h2
is tender. Remove all bones.
or
hr
1
cook
Let
pot
Cover
2
,
1
and
1 medium -size onion
Spread 2 c. flour on cookie
until meat Is tender, over low
tap clove in large pot Cover
sheet and brown in hot oven.
8.
Serves
flame....
hrs.
2
slowly
Cook
with water.
thicken.
Oscar Dassault's Ragout: Add to ragout to
Make regular-pie crust for
chop 2 large Serves 6.
o. large pie or three small Have butcher
The Rernsondie Tiger Milk:
es into large
ones. Fill pie plate or plates, pig's knuckl
,12
cut 1 13-1b.) Whip 1 qt. skimmed milk, ,
cover with top crust. Bake in chunks and
d milk, I tsp. yeast,
powdere
c.
pieces.
large
into
n
chicke
6.
oven until brown. Serves
h2 can frozen orange juice In
Dick Dova's Veal Stew: Wash meat.
blender or mix in shaker.
pork,
and
veal
1
lb.
Mix
and
veal
of
Have 4 lbs. breast
To serve, combine I/2 glass
together, with I egg.
1 lb rump veal cut into small ground
6 firm meat halls. Tiger Mdk mixture with ha
into
Shape
conbag
Into
Drop
pieces.
salt and pepper. glass skimmed milk.
taining ya c. flour. Shake to Season with

Are You Planning To Be
Married Soon?
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Bring your pictures to The Ledger and
Times for clear, first quality cuts!
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For quicker service, bring in your
glossy print.
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ON MOST CUTS

Eradicate

Prevent

MICE — ROACHES
TERMITES — RATS

have our own photo engraving plant which
assures you prompt high quality service.
We

For assistance with write-ups about your showers, teas, parties, etc., call our
Society Editor, Mrs. Lochie Landolt, phone PL 3-4 707, she will appreciate
your call.
OUR PRINTING DEPARTMENT IS ALSO READY TO SERVE YOU
with prompt, courteous service and first quality printing when you
are ready for your announcements.
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ATOMIC NUTS TO YOU — The
first improved strain of a hi.
trig thing by use of atornie
energy has been achieved by
Dr. Walton C. Gregory (above)1
North Carolina State college
geneticist. He treated thou.
sands of peanut seeds with
radiation and came up with a
new type peanut. the N. C. 434
thicker in hull and Ile/ SU&
eeptible to damage. The &tomtit
aro hy upset the peanut's gene.
—that's what brought about
the mutation to better product.

,

t1th.

